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ZiS offers ...

**Orientation**

**Integration**

**Events**

**Purpose**
Excursions

Zentrum für internationale Studierende
Room 2.37-2.40, Campus Center (A4 4), D-66123 Saarbrücken
+49 681 302-71117
www.uni-saarland.de/zis

Tours

Culture

Interaction
Excursions

Tours

15 EUR
daylight
Saturday

guided tour
free time
museum

& many more
Bonn
Koblenz
Trier
Luxembourg
SAARLAND
Strasbourg
Freiburg
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Zentrum für Internationale Studierende – UdS
www.facebook.com/zis.uds
zis_unisaarland
Campus tour

Campus Center
Int. Office - ZiS

SULB library
Mensa (canteen)
Sprachenzentrum (language center)
many more

Guided tour
0 EUR
1 hour
Every 3rd Thursday of a month
Culture

Tours

Culture

Interaction
National cultural evenings (LänderAbende)
... some impressions ...

National cultural evenings (LänderAbende)

INDONESIA

BULGARIA
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National cultural evenings (LänderAbende)

INDONESIA

BULGARIA
National cultural evenings (LänderAbende)

- Presentation
- Live performance
- Live music
- Traditional food, desserts & drinks
- After-Show Party
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Cultural & culinary days (SpezialitätenTage)
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Cultural and culinary days (SpezialitätenTage)

BRAZIL

INDIA

FRANCE

TOGO
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Cultural & culinary days (SpezialitätenTage)

Every Wednesday

>100x

Studentenwerk im Saarland e.V.
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BuddyProgram *you & me*

Interaction

Tours

Culture
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International Office

International Office
BuddyProgram *you & me*

example

For registration: www.uni-saarland.de/buddy
ZiS-Treffs

Interaction
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ZiS-Treffs

Every Thursday
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Other interactive events

- Swimming
- Plays & concerts in Staatstheater
- Tours
- Culture
- Interaction
Intro

Our program

Our services

Social matters

The ZiS-Team

Contact
BuddyProgram *you & me*

example

... is still ongoing!!!
Weekly plan on facebook

ZiS-Events this week

Date: 29.03 - 04.04

MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT SUN

FROM 10.00!

Hiking-Tips

Home-Stories

“Spezialitäten-Tag”
New Zealand

“Land Vorstellung”

Sports & Culture

Coffee Break

Coffee Break

Game evening: Codenames

Online Party with:
DJ AGRANK

23
Kahoot! – Practice your German

Join the Kahoot! Quiz to practice your German.

Play anytime! (You have 2 play times)
Multiple correct answers possible!
Be fast, get more points!
Find yourself in the top!
(On Wednesday the ranking will be posted)

Click on the provided link to start!

ZiS online
Hiking tips

Hiking recommendations every week in Saarland!
Enjoy hiking during hard times and take fresh air.

18. „Traumschleife Vauban-Steig“

Discover the Saar region in a different way. The hiking path doesn't run over the heights of the Region between the Saarland and Lorraine but mostly over narrow forest paths through shady acacia woods. In the deep forest you will find the "Drei Kapuziner", a well-known Gallo-Roman stone relief, engraved in sandstone. The view from the Devil's Castle into the Saar Valley is magnificent.

Distance: 12.3 km
Duration: around 3.30 h
Difficulty: Medium

Still be cautious keep your distance. Corona is not over yet.
Stay healthy and keep calm.
Picture: https://www.komoot.de/track/284623478
ZiS Hiking for Two – Hiking Contest

Register via our Google Form

Deadline 31.05.2021
Spez@home

ZiS Core Area

Missing the event “Spezialitäten-Tag in Mensa” with international food? Then this is the right post for you. We bring the international food into your kitchen.

We will present you every Wednesday a national dish of a chosen country.

Share your home-made creation with the ZiS-community by sending us ONLY 1 picture via facebook or email to spez@io.uni-saarland.de!

DIRECTIONS
HomeStories – Share your story to a specific topic

ZiS online
Gaming Event

Codenames
VIA TEAMS
ARE YOU THE SPY?

ZiS online
Coffee Break

You don’t feel fresh? Your motivation is between 0 and fake? Then you are here right, join us to the coffee break. 😊

Tomorrow at 10am
JOIN US!!!!

ZiS online

You don’t feel fresh? Your motivation is between 0 and fake? Then you are here right, join us to the coffee break. 😊

Tomorrow at 10am
JOIN US!!!!
Present your country in a short video!

ZiS online
Part 1: British Museum, London

The first national public museum of the world offers virtual tours, online exhibitions and much more to stay connected to Art and Culture Lovers.

Part 5: Louvre

In France (Paris) the Louvre has opened its doors online and guides you through its galleries. The Louvre is one of the most visited art museums in the world.

Fridays, we will provide you cultural links and online activities.
ZiS Speed Friending

Thursday, 15th April 2021
Start: 7 pm

Friendship is the hardest thing in the world to explain. It’s not something you learn in school. But if you haven’t learned the meaning of friendship, you really haven’t learned anything.
Information

You can find more info about ZiS and our events/programs in

ZiS-office
INFO-Basar
Spezialitäten-Tag

 Loan of dishes

- Contact us for an appointment
- Room 2.37 (Campus Center)
- Deposit 10 EUR

In C19 times

Communication via facebook or emails

Teams-Meetings/Events
ZiS can help to find financial support in critical times

Saarland grant by StudienStiftungSaar

Funds for international students (loan)

StudienStiftungSaar
The ZiS-Team

Beate Meinck
Coordinator
ZiS: conception and organization

Sina Krauß
Welcome Center
The ZiS-Team

Pascal Ahiagble
Charlotte Fürstenberger
Valentina Fajardo Diaz

BuddyProgram *you & me*
Initial orientation
The ZiS-Team

Velik Velikov

Dora Liu

National cultural evenings (LänderAbende)
Cultural and culinary days (Spezialitäten Tage)

The ZiS-Team

Beytulla Halil

Mustafa Kahraman

Michelle Dierichen
The ZiS-Team

Mustafa Kahraman
Excursions

Michelle Dierichen
Voluntary social year (FSJ)
The ZiS-Team

Vladislav Leunte

Natalia Loukaidou

ZiS in Homburg
(faculty of medicine)

LänderAbende
BuddyProgram
Excursions
ZiS-Treffe
SpezialitätenTage
Welcome
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